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Abstract— If one sample per class is available in a face 

recognition problem, vector-based methods which use within-

class scatter will fail.  The reason for that is the zero within-

class matrix. In this paper a two dimensional extension of the 

discriminative common vector approach (2D-DCVA) is 

proposed. The performance of the proposed method is 

compared with discriminative common vector approach (1D-

DCVA) and two dimensional Fisher linear discriminant 

analysis (2D-FLDA) in ORL, FERET, YALE, and UMIST face 

databases in one sample problem. Our proposed method 

outperforms 1D-DCVA and 2D-FLDA in all databases. 

Keywords- one sample problem; common vector; DCVA; two 

dimensional FLDA  

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Face recognition has many application areas such as 

security, law enforcement, person identification [1,2]. If 

only one sample per person is available, then the problem 

gets difficult. This situation is called one sample problem 

[3]. Methods which use within-class scatter such as 

conventional Fisher discriminant analysis (1D-FLDA) will 

suffer from one sample problem because within-class matrix 

is a zero matrix. Many algorithms have been proposed to 

overcome this challenge [3,4,5,6,7]. General tendency at 

these methods is generating the virtual samples to increase 

the training set size. But this is not the solution of the 

singularity problem because in face recognition problems 

dimension of the feature space is high with respect to the 

number of feature vectors. This problem is called small 

sample size problem [8]. One solution to overcome the 

singularity problem is using the two dimensional variant of 

one dimensional methods. Two dimensional Fisher 

discriminant analysis (2D-FLDA) [9] is a solution of the 

singularity problem in 1D-FLDA. This method was used in 

[4] and [5] after generating virtual samples. Also 

discriminative common vector approach (1D-DCVA) which 

is a variation of FLDA comes up with a solution that 

overcomes the singularity problem of 1D-FLDA [10].  

In this work we proposed a two dimensional extension 

of the discriminative common vector approach. In order to 

obtain unique common vector for each class, we use feature 

vectors instead of feature matrices in the first stage of this 

method. Then we convert the common vectors into matrices 

and calculate the discriminative common matrices. In [11], 

feature matrices are used to obtain common vectors. This 

method though cannot get unique common vectors. A brief 

review of the discriminative common vector approach    

(1D-DCVA) is given in Sec.II.  Two dimensional extension 

of the discriminative common vector approach is given in 

Sec.III. We used QR decomposition with column pivoting 

(QRCP) method to generate the virtual samples. QRCP 

method is given in Sec.IV. We tested the performance of 

2D-DCVA in four different databases. Database 

descriptions and the experiments are given in Sec.V, and 

finally the results are discussed in Sec.VI. 
 

II. DISCRIMINATIVE COMMON VECTOR APPROACH 

Discriminative common vector approach (1D-DCVA) is 

first introduced in [10]. The method gives a solution to the 

limitations of methods that use the null space of the within-

class scatter matrix.   

Let   be the number of classes,   be the number of 

feature vectors from each class, and let   
  be the     

feature vector from     class. Then the within-class scatter 

matrix can be written as  
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where      ⁄ ∑   
  

    is the mean of the     class. The 

method can be summarized as follows: 

 Obtain the projection matrix   [          ] 
where                 are the eigenvectors 
corresponding to the nonzero eigenvalues of   . 

 Obtain the common vectors by projecting any 
feature vector from each class onto the null space of 
  . 

    
    

                          (2)  

 Compute the eigenvectors    of the scatter matrix 
of the common vectors     , corresponding to the 
nonzero eigenvalues and obtain the projection 
matrix   [         ]  . In here       is 
defined as 
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where      is the mean of the common vectors, i.e., 

       ⁄ ∑     
  

   . 

 Obtain the discriminative common vectors by 
projecting any sample from each class onto the 
range space of     . 

    
       

                  (4)  

Let      be the test vector to be classified. Then 
classification can be done according to the following 
decision rule. 

         
 

{‖    
         ‖}              (5)  

III. TWO DIMENSIONAL EXTENSION OF DCVA 

Let   be the number of image classes,  , be the number 

of feature vectors in each class and,   
   be the     two 

dimensional p  by  q pixel
 
 image of the     class. We 

convert the image matrix   
  to a vector   

  in the            

      dimensional space.  

It is proved in [10] that the common vectors obtained 

from total within-class scatter matrix are unique for each 

class. In the first stage of the proposed method, we use    , 

to take the advantage of the uniqueness of the common 

vectors. We apply the eigen decomposition to    and 

obtain the projection matrix    of its null space using the 

eigenvectors corresponding to the zero eigenvalues   , 

   (   )       .    can be calculated as follow, 
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Then the common vector of    class is calculated as 

 
     
      

                         (7)  

It should be noted that (2) and (7) give exactly the same 

results. We convert the common vectors      
 into p by q 

matrices,      
 . The covariance matrix of the common 

matrices can be calculated as 
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where        ⁄ ∑     
  

    is the mean of the common 

matrices. We are trying to find the optimal projection 

vectors   [          ]  which maximizes the 

criterion  ( )         . Here d can be at most 

   (     ).  
We use the nearest neighbor classifier for classification. 

The discriminant features of an image     is calculated as 

         [  
    

      
 ]  (9)  

Let       be the test image to be classified. The optimal 

projection vectors of the test image can be given as        
       [  

       
         

    ]. Then the test image is 

classified according to the following decision rule. 
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IV. IMAGE DECOMPOSITION WITH QR 

QR decomposition is a well-known matrix factorization 

method [12]. If       , then it can be decomposed as 

     where        with orthogonal columns which 

span the same subspace with the columns of  , and   is an 

upper triangular matrix. QR-decomposition with column 

pivoting (QRCP) [13,14] is a modified version of QR. In 

this method the column of the matrix   are sorted such that 

the absolutes values of the diagonal elements of the matrix 

  are sorted in descending order. In this way, most of the 

energy of an image is concentrated into some basis images 

[5]. The basis images of   can be calculated as      where 

   is the     column of  
 
and    is the      row of  . The 

orders of columns of   are stored in a permutation matrix   

such that the equation        holds. Let the 

approximation of an image matrix   be  ̂. Then it can be 

calculated as  

 

  ̂  ∑    

 

   

  (11)  

Here   is selected according to the ratio   given below. 

 
∑   
 
   

∑   
 
   

    (12)  

             are the absolute values of the diagonal 

elements of  . In experiments we selected       as in 

[5]. In Figure 1 a sample image selected from YALE face 

database and its two approximations evaluated from image 

and its transpose are shown. The image and two 

reconstructed images evaluated from the image and its 

transpose are labeled as the training images of that subject.  
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Figure 1. Sample image and its virtual variants evaluated from the image 

and its transpose. 

V. EXPERIMENTS 

In the experimental stage, the performances of DCVA, 

our proposed method 2D-DCVA, and 2D-FLDA are 

compared in four face databases namely, ORL [15], FERET 

[16], YALE [17], and UMIST [18].  

ORL face database contains 10 grayscale images from 

each 40 subjects which are taken in the lab. Images contain 

different lighting conditions and facial expressions (e.g., 

closed eyes, glasses, smile). Also images were taken at dark 

background and subjects are in the frontal position with 

tolerance to some side movement. The original size of the 

images is       . In the experiments we used the original 

images of this database. FERET database contains 14,051 

grayscale images from 1199 subjects. In the experiments a 

subset of the database that contains 200 subjects is used. 

Each subject has two images from fa and fb probes. YALE 

face database contains 11 images from each 15 subjects. 

Database includes different facial expressions and 

illumination conditions (i.e., with/without glasses, happy, 

sad, sleepy, surprised, wink, center-light, right-light, 

normal). UMIST database contains 20 individuals. The 

number of pictures per person varies from 19 to 36. Images 

were taken at various angles from left profile to right 

profile.  

We preprocessed the images by cropping, scaling, 

resizing. In TABLE I. , the number of subjects, the number 

of images from each subject, and the size of the images 

taken from ORL, FERET, YALE, and UMIST databases 

after the preprocessing operations are summarized.  

TABLE I.  THE SUMMARY OF THE DATABASES AFTER THE 

PREPROCESSING STEP 

 

In the experiments we randomly select an image from 

each class. Two virtual images are constructed using this 

image with the QRCP decomposition. The original image 

and the two virtual images are used to generate the training 

set images of the subject. The remaining images are used as 

test images. This procedure is repeated 5 times and the 

recognition rates are obtained by averaging each run. We 

implement this process to all databases. The top recognition 

rates of DCVA, 2D-DCVA, and 2D-FLDA and their 

standard deviations on the databases are shown in TABLE 

II.  

TABLE II.  THE RECOGNITION RATES ON THE DATABASES 

 

VI. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

One sample problem is an important challenge in face 
recognition. Methods which use within-class scatter matrix 
fail. In this work we proposed a two dimensional extension 
of the discriminative common vector approach. The 
performance of the proposed method is tested on four 
different databases namely, ORL, FERET, YALE, and 
UMIST. 2D-DCVA gave the best recognition results in all 
databases. 2D-FLDA outperformed 1D-DCVA in all 
databases. This may be due to fact that the matrix-based 
methods generally outperform vector based methods [19].  
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